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Abstract
Background: There is a significant need for continuous noninvasive blood pressure
(cNIBP) monitoring, especially for anesthetized surgery and ICU recovery. cNIBP
systems could lower costs and expand the use of continuous blood pressure
monitoring, lowering risk and improving outcomes.
The test system examined here is the CareTaker® and a pulse contour analysis
algorithm, Pulse Decomposition Analysis (PDA). PDA’s premise is that the peripheral
arterial pressure pulse is a superposition of five individual component pressure pulses
that are due to the left ventricular ejection and reflections and re-reflections from
only two reflection sites within the central arteries.
The hypothesis examined here is that the model’s principal parameters P2P1 and T13
can be correlated with, respectively, systolic and pulse pressures.
Methods: Central arterial blood pressures of patients (38 m/25 f, mean age: 62.7 y,
SD: 11.5 y, mean height: 172.3 cm, SD: 9.7 cm, mean weight: 86.8 kg, SD: 20.1 kg)
undergoing cardiac catheterization were monitored using central line catheters
while the PDA parameters were extracted from the arterial pulse signal obtained
non-invasively using CareTaker system.
Results: Qualitative validation of the model was achieved with the direct
observation of the five component pressure pulses in the central arteries using
central line catheters. Statistically significant correlations between P2P1 and systole
and T13 and pulse pressure were established (systole: R square: 0.92 (p < 0.0001),
diastole: R square: 0.78 (p < 0.0001). Bland-Altman comparisons between blood
pressures obtained through the conversion of PDA parameters to blood pressures of
non-invasively obtained pulse signatures with catheter-obtained blood pressures
fell within the trend guidelines of the Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation SP-10 standard (standard deviation: 8 mmHg(systole: 5.87 mmHg,
diastole: 5.69 mmHg)).
Conclusions: The results indicate that arterial blood pressure can be accurately
measured and tracked noninvasively and continuously using the CareTaker system
and the PDA algorithm. The results further support the physical model that all of the
features of the pressure pulse envelope, whether in the central arteries or in the
arterial periphery, can be explained by the interaction of the left ventricular ejection
pressure pulse with two centrally located reflection sites.
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Introduction
The universal introduction of non-invasive continuous blood pressure monitors into
the clinical realm remains a largely unmet challenge. While current cNIBP technologies
are commonly used in research settings, there has been little penetration in intensive
care or operating room settings. One indication of this status is the continuing list of
publications that are related to the clinical evaluation of potential cNIBP candidate
technologies [1-7].
If the accuracy of the traditional cNIBP technologies is taken as a given, which is a
reasonable assumption given that the majority of devices are FDA approved and
therefore meet ANSI/AAMI-SP10:2002 guidelines, there still remain significant
implementation and use issues. As an example, the fact that blood pressure monitoring is
largely absent in sleep lab settings strongly suggests that user comfort is one such issue
[8]. Bulk, cost and associated power requirements, which essentially preclude battery
usage, are others.
Pulse analysis based on hydrostatically acquired pulse signals offers a potential
solution to a manageable cNIBP system. In the system used here, stable coupling
to the artery can be maintained below diastole, enhancing user comfort and significantly
lowering electrical power and therefore size requirements since the pump to maintain
hydrostatic coupling pressure is rarely used.
At the same time there is a growing need for a truly non-invasive and easy to use
blood pressure monitoring technology. Aside from the benefits provided in the ICU
and OR, there are other settings where outcomes could be improved by providing
expanded monitoring capability. The predictive value of night-time monitoring,
particularly continuous, as opposed to blood pressure readings obtained in a clinical
setting, has been recognized [9,10]. This is a highly relevant topic, as hypertension
remains a problem of national importance. According to the third national health and
nutrition examination survey (NHANES III) conducted from 2005 through 2008
estimated that approximately 29 to 31 percent of adults in the United States have
hypertension [11]. Of similar value in the context of the increasingly speedy hospital
release of patients recovering from serious interventions would be the inclusion of
continuous blood pressure monitoring in the home setting. Yet current continuous
blood pressure monitors are generally not suitable for the telemonitoring that these
applications would require.
Blood pressure (BP) readings using conventional brachial artery measurement provide
good estimates of central BP and are shown to be good predictors of cardiovascular
outcomes. However, evidence suggests differential effects of BP medications on brachial
artery BP readings and central aortic pressures. Monitoring central pressures may be
superior to conventional BP measurements in predicting clinical outcomes after
medical therapy of hypertension [12].
Similarly it is well known now that inferences about central pressure can be made based
on the analysis of the pressure pulse envelope measured noninvasively in the arterial
periphery, such as the radial or one of the digital arteries. As an example, the results of
several recent studies support the concept that the “second systolic peak” provides the
opportunity for the direct assessment of central systolic blood pressure [13-16].
The object of this work is to validate a new approach to tracking central blood
pressure. The approach, based on Pulse Decomposition Analysis (PDA), [17] integrates
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and further develops the findings of a number of studies that have confirmed the existence of two major reflection sites in the central arteries [18,19]. The first reflection site
is the juncture between thoracic and abdominal aorta, which is marked by a significant
decrease in diameter and a significant change in elasticity. The reflection coefficient of
this juncture is highly sensitive to blood pressure changes because of the
pressure-dependent expansion of the diameter of the thoracic artery relative to
that of the abdominal artery. The second site arises from the juncture between
abdominal aorta and the common iliac arteries.
The two reflected arterial pressure pulses are referred to as component pulses and
both counter-propagate with respect to the original pulse due to the left ventricular
contraction. The scenario is sketched in Figure 1. In the arterial periphery, specifically
at the radial or digital arteries, these reflected pulses, the renal reflection pulse (P2),
also known as the second systolic pulse) and the iliac reflection pulse (P3, also known
of as the diastolic pulse because it arrives during diastole), arrive with distinct time
delays. In the case of P2 the delay is typically between 70 and 140 milliseconds; in the
case of P3 it is between 180 to 450 milliseconds [20].
Under optimal signal conditions as well as a sufficiently long cardiac cycle it is
possible to observe 2 additional component pulses, P4 and P5, in the tail end of radial
or digital arterial pulse. P4 is a re-reflection, specifically P3 re-reflecting off the renal
reflection site and then re-re-reflecting off the iliac reflection site. For P5 the cycle
repeats one more time. The scenario has been described by Kriz et.al. [21].
Quantification of physiological parameters is accomplished by extracting pertinent
component pulse parameters. In the case of the beat-by-beat tracking of blood pressure
the PDA model’s predictions and previous validation studies have shown that two pulse
parameters are of particular importance. The ratio of the amplitude of the renal
reflection pulse (P2) to that of the primary systolic pulse (P1) tracks changes in central

Figure 1 Sketch of the aorta/arm complex arterial system and its effect on the arterial pressure
pulse line shape that is observed at the radial/digital artery. Two reflection sites, one at the height of
the renal arteries, the other one in the vicinity of the iliac bifurcation, give rise to the reflected pulse (gray)
that trail the primary left ventricular ejection (black).
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beat-by-beat systolic pressure. The time difference between the arrival of the primary
systolic (P1) pulse and the iliac reflection (P3) pulse, referred to as T13, tracks changes
in arterial pulse pressure.
This paper further validates the described PDA model qualitatively as well as
quantitatively through the presentation of experimental data and results obtained
simultaneously from central arterial catheters and the CareTaker device, which is
the hardware platform that collects the arterial pulsation data stream that is the
input to the PDA formalism.

Patients and methods

In these experiments, approved by the University of Virginia Institutional Review Board
for Health Sciences Research, the aortic blood pressures of patients undergoing cardiac
catheterization were monitored using central line catheters while the CareTaker system
collected pulse line shapes at the proximal phalange of the pollex and an automatic cuff
determined brachial blood pressure. The only criteria for exclusion were age < 18,
emergency cardiac catheterization, inability to give informed consent, and a history of
peripheral vascular disease. Subsequent to a preparation period of typically 10 minutes,
while the patient rested in a supine position, the catheter was inserted into the femoral
artery and advanced toward the heart through the aorta. As part of the study the
catheter was positioned in the aorta at the height of the renal arteries for 90 seconds
under fluoroscopy while the catheter signal was recorded. The CareTaker system recorded
data throughout the preparation period as well as the 90 second overlap window. Both
data streams were time synchronized by both matching the recording computer’s time as
closely as possible to the laboratory’s central time and matching the beat-to-beat
inter-beat interval variability, whose randomness provides a unique time stamped
signature. PDA parameters were then extracted, beat by beat, from the non-invasively
collected CareTaker data and converted to systolic and diastolic blood pressures for
comparison with systolic and diastolic blood pressures obtained directly from the
catheter data tracings.
The catheters/transducer system used consisted of Judkins-type catheters (6 French)
and Meritrans pressure transducers manufactured by Merit Medical Systems of South
Jordan, UT. The frequency response of the system ranges from 0 – 500 Hz with
an accuracy of < ±1 mmHg.

CareTaker device and PDA model

The hardware platform, which is the CareTaker device (Empirical Technologies
Corporation, Charlottesville, Virginia), the model and the algorithm implementation
have been described in detail elsewhere [17]. Briefly, the CareTaker is a physiological
sensing system of the size of approximately a cigarette pack weighing 105 gm that
communicates physiological data wirelessly via Bluetooth and whose three central
physical components are a sensing pad, such as a finger cuff that couples using
hydrostatic coupling, a pressure line that pneumatically telemeters the pulsations,
and a custom-designed piezo-electric pressure sensor that converts the pressure
pulsations, using transimpedance amplification, into a derivative voltage signal that
is then digitized at 500 Hz, transmitted to a computer, and recorded there.
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The PDA model is implemented algorithmically with the following components: 1. a
peak finder that identifies heartbeats in the sensor’s data stream, which is the time
differentiated pulse signal, 2. a differentiator that produces the second derivative of the
detected heartbeat, which is then used to find the locations of the component pulses
and 3. a digital integrator, implemented as a Bessel filter, that generates the integrated
pulse wave form from the derivative raw signal stream, and from which relative
component pulse amplitudes are determined. The different spectra are presented in
Figure 2, which displays respectively for a detected heartbeat, the digitally integrated pulse
shape (A), the raw signal of the detected heartbeat (B), and the derivative of the raw signal
version (C), i.e. the second derivative of the pulse signal.
The detection of all three component pulses is accomplished in the second derivative
spectrum of the pulse (Figure 2, graph C). Component pulses P2 and P3 are detected
using simple peak detection. However, since the second derivative pulse shape is
inverted relative to a given original pulse shape, it is the corresponding minima that
represent the locations of P2 and P3 (long vertical gray lines). To facilitate detection
the maxima preceding the minima are detected first (black vertical arrows in the
second derivative spectrum), and then the subsequent signal minima. To avoid
detection of spurious noise spikes, the peak detector operates on data smoothed
over 20 data points, corresponding to 40 milliseconds. Since the previously stated
physiologically plausible arrival time windows of P2 and P3 relative to the onset of
the pulse envelope are known, a decision-making loop is used to down-select peaks
in the event that additional peaks are detected.
The detection of P1 is also accomplished in the second derivative spectrum, but
requires sometimes more sophistication because P1 is not an isolated peak in situations
where the P2 amplitude is large and both peaks overlap significantly. This can either be
due to a significant increase in systole or due to a persistently high renal reflection,
commonly referred to as a high “augmentation index”. An example of a pressure-induced
enlargement of the P2 amplitude is shown in Figure 3 and presents the pressure pulse

Figure 2 Different pressure pulse spectra of a 21-old male athlete. (A) Arterial pressure pulse obtained
from digital integration of signal displayed in (B): derivative signal of arterial pressure pulse obtained with
CareTaker physiological monitor (C); second derivative of arterial pressure pulse, obtained through differentiation
of signal displayed in (B). Component pulses are identified with, respective, P1, P2, P3. Significance of arrows is
explained in the text.
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Figure 3 Different pressure pulse spectra of a 65-old male at two different blood pressures.
(A) Arterial pressure pulses obtained from digital integration of signal displayed in (B): derivative signals of
arterial pressure pulse obtained with CareTaker physiological monitor (C); second derivatives of arterial
pressure pulse, obtained through differentiation of signal displayed in (B). Note the merging of P2 and P1
in the pulse envelopes (A) as well as the increase in the shoulder between data points 100 and 150 in the
derivative signals (B). Significance of red arrow is explained in the text.

envelope collected 10 minutes apart at the indicated blood pressures. In this
higher-pressure situation P1 is distinguishable by at least a shoulder. In high
“augmentation index” and/or high systole cases this peak can become indistinguishable in
the pulse spectrum as P2 effectively merges with P1, a condition shown and remarked on
by other researchers [22]. In this case the first positive-going inversion in the second
derivative spectrum (Figure 3C) after the pulse onset, indicated by a red arrow, indicates
the position of the P1 component pulse. Once the temporal locations of the component
pulses have been determined, the T13 interval, the time delay between systolic (P1) and
iliac peak (P3), is calculated.
The P2 to P1 amplitude ratios are calculated from the integrated pulse spectrum
(Figure 2A). In regard to P1, this amplitude is determined on the pulse envelope,
but at the temporal location found, as described above, in the second derivative
spectrum (Figure 2C). The P2 amplitude is obtained by calculating the integrated
average amplitude over a 50 millisecond centered on the temporal location of P2.
This approach was found to be more robust in light of the dynamic response of P2, with
regard to temporal as well as amplitude shifts, to blood pressure variations.

Statistical analysis

We present regression coefficients and linear fits between central catheter blood pressures
and blood pressures obtained from the conversion of the PDA parameters P2P1 and T13
obtained from the non-invasively obtained arterial pulse data. Individual patient data,
histogram distributions of the slopes of the linear fits for individual patients, as well as
overall linear fit-based comparisons between central catheter blood pressures and blood
pressures obtained from the PDA parameters using a single set of conversion constants are
presented. Bland-Altman comparisons of the two sets of blood pressures are also provided.
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Results
Table 1 summarizes the patient data and the indications of catheterization. A total of
63 patients were included in the study and one data run per patient was collected. The
principal indications for catheterization were coronary artery disease (28.5%), chest
pain (28.5%), dyspnea (15.8%), and transplant-related evaluations (11%). Data from 4
patients could not be analyzed. In one case, the central line catheter failed and no data
was recorded. In another case no overlap of the inter-beat interval could be obtained
because the matching overlap section in the catheter data was lost due to a data storage
error. In two cases the CareTaker system failed to acquire data; in one case due to a
low battery condition, in the other due to a disconnected hose connecting the CareTaker
sensor housing to the finger cuff. Remedying any patient-side and CareTaker-related
failure during the catheterization procedure was not an option during the medical
procedure. For the remaining patients all 90 seconds of data were analyzed.

Comparisons of overlap episodes of PDA parameters and central blood pressures

Overlaps of the CareTaker data streams and the central catheter data streams were finalized,
after an initial alignment based on data collection systems clocks, by matching inter-beat
interval spectra obtained via pulse detection from both data streams. In addition singular
events, such as a skipped heartbeat, were used to establish overlap, when available.
Figure 4 presents an example of an overlap of the raw and derived signals for patient
31. The top graph, 4A, presents the printout of the central line blood pressure data,
Table 1 Summary of patient data and indications of catheterization
Patient information
Age

62.7 ± 11.5

Gender

38 m/25 f

Height (cm)

172.3 ± 9.7

Weight (kg)

86.8 ± 20.1

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)

91.3 ± 13.4

heart rate (beats/min)

67.9 ± 13.8

Indication for catheterization
Mitral regurgitation

Patients in category
3

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

5

Coronary artery disease

18

Transplant-related evaluation

7

Coronary artery bypass graft

5

Aneurysm repair-related assessment

2

Aortic stenosis

3

Chest pain

18

myocardial infarction

4

dyspnea

10

Raynaud phenomenon

1

Ventricular fibrillation/cardiac arrest

1

Atrial fibrillation

1

Pacemaker change-related

1
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Figure 4 Overlap of raw and derived signals for patient 31. (A) Printout of the central line blood
pressure data; (B) derivative signal of arterial pressure pulse obtained with CareTaker physiological monitor;
(C) arterial pressure pulse obtained from digital integration of signal displayed in (B); (D) overlay of A-line
systole, A-line pulse pressure, P2P1 ratio and T13 time interval.

while 4B and 4C display, respectively, the raw CareTaker signal and the digitally
integrated signal. Graph 4D displays an overlay of the relevant extracted parameters,
specifically A-line systole, A-line pulse pressure, the P2P1 ratio and the T13 time interval,
both derived from the CareTaker signal as described.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 present an example of such an overlap of extracted parameters
over the entire 90 second scan length for patient 38, a former smoker with coronary
artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery three years prior. Specifically, Figures 5, 6 and 7
display the relative overlap of, respectively, inter-beat interval, central systolic blood
pressure and the P2P1 parameter, as well as central pulse pressure and T13. Figures 8
and 9 display the corresponding correlations of the PDA parameters and central pulse
blood pressures, for patient 38.
For patient 38, the linear model used to perform the conversion of the P2P1 parameter
to a systolic blood pressure was (100 × P2P1 (unit less ratio) + 0.945), while the
corresponding linear conversion for the T13 parameter to pulse pressure was
(0.2 × T13 (milliseconds) + 0.0025). The slope factors of each equation for this patient are
the same slope factors that were used for the conversions for all patients, and were
obtained through an overall linear fit analysis of the entire patient data set. In contrast,
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Figure 5 Overlap of the inter-beat interval series obtained from central line catheter (red) and data
obtained with the CareTaker physiological monitor (black) for patient 38.

the offset factors of the conversion equations are patient-specific and were obtained by
chi square minimization of the fit of both data streams.
Overall results

The overall results of the study are presented as blood pressure correlations and
Bland-Altman graphs in Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13. The correlations were established by
converting the PDA parameters P2P1 and T13 into systolic and diastolic blood pressures,
respectively, for each patient. For the gains the previously mentioned values of 100 and

Figure 6 Overlap of central systolic pressure (red) obtained from catheter signal and P2P1 ratio
obtained from PDA analysis of non-invasively obtained arterial signal (black) for patient 38.
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Figure 7 Overlap of central pulse pressure (red) obtained from catheter signal and T13 delay time
obtained from PDA analysis of non-invasively obtained arterial signal (black) for patient 38.

0.2 were used throughout. The linear offset for each patient was obtained from
linear fits. The Bland-Altman graphs display the same data in the format of difference as a
function of the average of paired readings. The correlations were statically significant
(PDA systole/central systole: R square: 0.92 (p < 0.0001), PDA diastole/central diastole: R
square: 0.78 (p < 0.0001). The Bland-Altman comparisons yielded standard deviations
within the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI)
SP-10 limits of 8 mm Hg (PDA systole/central systole: 5.87 mmHg (p < 0.0035),
PDA diastole/central diastole: 5.69 mmHg (p < 0.001).
Pulse decomposition analysis (PDA) conversion factors

Figures 14 and 15 present, respectively, histogram distribution graphs of the slopes of
the correlations, for each patient, for P2P1 and systolic blood pressures, and T13 and

Figure 8 Correlation of P2P1 parameter with central line systolic pressure, as shown in Figure 5, for
patient 38.
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Figure 9 Correlation of T13 parameter with central line pulse pressure, as shown if Figure 7, for
patient 38.

diastolic blood pressures, respectively. The distributions’ peak amplitudes are close to
the slope factors obtained from previous studies. Of note is the fact that the distributions’
tails extend to the higher-gain side for both factors, indicating that for these patients
smaller changes in arterial distension (P2P1) and pulse travel time (T13) are associated
with larger changes in blood pressure.

Qualitative data assessments

Figure 16 presents the overlap of the central pulse pressure profiles, obtained with the
catheter, of two patients, #2 and #6. Patient #2 was diagnosed with heart failure and
ventricular dysfunction. 5 patients out of the cohort of patients displayed a similar
central pulse pressure profile.
The pressure pulse profile obtained from patient #6 on the other hand corresponds
to the “typical” central pulse pressure profiles [23]. In this case the left ventricular

Figure 10 Overall correlation of systolic blood pressures obtained through conversion of PDA
parameters from non-invasively obtained arterial pulse signal, and central systole.
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Figure 11 Overall correlation of diastolic blood pressures obtained through conversion of PDA
parameters from non-invasively obtained arterial pulse signal, and central diastole.

ejection time (LVET) is long enough that the returning renal (P2) and iliac reflection
(P3) pulses overlap and merge. In this case the primary ejection pulse has a duration of
about 310 milliseconds, as determined by measuring the time difference between pulse
onset and dichrotic notch.
The pulse pressure profile of patient #2 indicates, on the other hand, a significantly
shortened LVET. Based on the width of the primary feature in his central pressure
profile, LVET is about 140 milliseconds. Since the primary ejection pulse (P1) is short
in duration, so are its two reflection pulses P2 and P3, which feature the same temporal
width. Furthermore, because ejection ceases before the reflections return, in contrast to
patient #6, the three primary component pulses are clearly resolved.
The resolution varied at which the component pulses due to re-reflections, P4 and
P5, could be observed in the tail end of the central pulse pressure profile. Figure 17
presents an example of data, for patient 38, where these component pulses are clearly
resolved. The spectra of 35 patients displayed similar tail structure. As another
example, the tail end of the patient #2 pulse shape in Figure 16 displays the next

Figure 12 Bland-Altman comparison of systolic pressure difference versus systolic pressure
average. Standard deviation: 5.87 mmHg.
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Figure 13 Bland-Altman comparison of diastolic pressure difference versus diastolic pressure
average. Standard deviation: 5.69 mmHg.

component pulse (P4) past the iliac pulse (#3), which is visible at the P2-P3 spacing.
The tail end of the pulse profile of patient #6, on the other hand, displays no further
tail structure.

Discussion
The quantitative agreement between central line pressures and blood pressures derived
using the PDA formalism within AAMI SP10 guidelines is one of the significant
findings of this study. While the observation period per patient of 90 seconds was
short, it frequently included episodes of significant dynamic changes in blood pressure,
an aspect that is not part of the standard and that underlines the significance of the
agreement of the two methodologies.
The results also strongly support the physical picture proposed by the PDA model.
For the first time the primary three component pulses, P1, P2, and P3, as well as the

Figure 14 Histogram distribution of the slope parameters of the linear conversions from P2P1 to
systole. Blue marker is described in the text.
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Figure 15 Histogram distribution of the slope parameters of the linear conversions from T13 to
pulse pressure. Blue marker is described in the text.

harmonics P4 and P5, all of which were previously observed only either by indirect
means [21] or by the CareTaker technology that is still being vetted, were observed
directly using an accepted Gold Standard.
The pulse spectra of patient #2 presented in Figure 16 are the physiological equivalent
of the table-top liquid injection experiments into distensible tubes performed by O’Rourke
[24]. As part of those experiments constant-duration liquid pulses were injected into a
distensible tube while an occlusion, either complete or incomplete, at the other end of the
tube was moved closer and closer to the point of injection. With the occlusion removed
from the point of injection by a distance longer than the product of pulse duration and
tube pulse propagation velocity a distinct sequence of pulses is observed, the first being
the injection pulse while the following pulses are reflections and re-reflections. As the

Figure 16 Overlap of the central pressure pulse profiles collected with a catheter in a patient with
left ventricular failure (#2) and normal heart function (#6). Due to the shortened LVET the individual
component pulses are clearly resolved in the case of patient #2.
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Figure 17 Central catheter pressure pulse profile for patient 38, where all of the component pulses
(P1 through P5) are clearly resolved. Red vertical bars indicate positions of, respectively, P3, P4, P5.

occlusion end is moved closer to the injection end, the pulses merge into an envelope
whose tail is offset from the envelope foot, or not, depending on whether the occlusion is
close to complete or only partial.
The physical situation of the reflecting central pressure pulse in patient 2, with
shortened ejection time, and 6, with normal ejection time, is equivalent. Focusing
initially on the interaction between the primary ejection pulse and its interaction
with the renal reflection site, it is patient 2’s short ejection time, relative to the
time it takes the pulse to travel the distance to the renal reflection site and back, that ends
the primary pulse before the renal reflection (P2) returns. As a result the two pulses are
distinctly resolved, a condition that under healthy conditions is not the case.
The physical pulse reflection scenario extends readily to the iliac reflection site, which
gives rise to the P3 component pulse. Of the same temporal extent as the ejection pulse
P1 that gave rise to it, it arrives with a delay relative to the P2 pulse that is proportional
to the arterial path corresponding to the abdominal artery to the iliac bifurcation,
traveled in both directions.
Of interest in this context is also the question why the P2 component pulse
amplitude is larger than the P3 component pulse amplitude, even though the iliac
reflection site exhibits, at resting blood pressures, a much larger reflection coefficient than
the renal reflection site (30-40% versus about 17%) [19]. The explanation is related to the
changes in relative pulse foot/pulse tail baseline offsets observed by O’Rourke, [20] where,
with increasing occlusion, the decay time of the end section of the pressure pulse
increases. The physiological equivalent in the observations reported here is peripheral
arterial resistance, which is critical to maintain pressure, albeit decaying, in the aorta
during diastole. The effect on the component pressure pulses is to elongate them on their
tail end, providing a pressure amplitude offset on top of which the pressure amplitude of
the next arriving (reflection) component pulse is added. This effect is most pronounced
for the P2 pulse which, as a result, is elevated to a pressure amplitude higher than that of
the P1 pulse due to the P1 pulse’s decaying tail end.
Of interest also is the question why the harmonic component pulses P4 and P5 in
the tail section of the central pressure pulse profile were observed in some patients and
not in others. This is likely due to two physical factors. 1. Normal ejection times on the
order of 300 milliseconds will tend to broaden out the harmonic reflections and cause
them to overlap, diminishing their observability. 2. Both reflection sites, and in particular
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the iliac reflection site, have to be appreciably reflective to give rise to harmonic
reflections. But this may not be case in the physiologically challenged and older
cohort of patients that were part of this study. A fact that has been observed is
that the reflection coefficient of the iliac reflection site diminishes with age, [25] a
physiologically detrimental effect that leads to a lowered pressure amplitude outside the
closed aortic valve during diastole, with commensurately lower perfusion of the coronary
arteries.
The distributions of the slopes of the linear correlations (Figures 14 and 15) provide
insight in regard to the relative arterial compliance of this cohort. Particularly interesting
is a comparison of the distributions observed here with the average and the standard
deviation of these slopes, or gain factors, observed in a significantly younger (average age:
24.4 years, SD: 3.0 years) and healthier 16-subject cohort (no diagnosed conditions) that
were part of a lower-body-negative-pressure study [17]. The blue marker in Figure 11
(at 102.4 ± 23.2) and Figure 12 (at 0.19 ± .015) provides the graphical comparison.
The distributions of the gain factors of this study have higher averages and are
skewed toward the higher-value side, suggesting diminished arterial wall elasticity,
which is a plausible expectation, given the age and cardiovascularly challenged state
of the study population.
A reasonable question in this context is how, in light of potentially widely diverging
arterial compliances, the conversion from PDA parameters to blood pressures will be
accomplished, as it will be necessary for a general patient health monitor. A general
response is that significantly more information beyond blood pressure trends resides in
the arterial pressure pulse envelope. More specifically, arterial compliance has a distinct
and differential effect on the temporal response of some of the component
pressure pulses, providing an opportunity to isolate the effect of compliance and,
even more importantly, of compliance changes. The implementation of these
considerations is the object of ongoing work, the results of which will be published
shortly.
The quantitative agreement between central line pressures and blood pressures
derived from the PDA parameters supports the hypothesized physical picture. In the
case of the P2P1 parameter the renal reflection (P2 pulse) originates at the junction
between thoracic and abdominal aorta, a junction that is characterized by a significant
change in arterial diameter. Since the thoracic aorta is the softest artery in the body, as
evidenced by the fact that it exhibits the lowest pulse pressure propagation velocities
(4–5 m/s), and is significantly more extensible than the abdominal aorta, increasing
peak pressure, or systole, will enlarge the diameter mismatch, giving rise to a more
pronounced renal reflection pulse amplitude while falling systole will produce the
opposite effect, an effect observed in manipulative experiments performed by
Latham [19]. The critical insight then is that the amplitude of the renal reflection
will increase relative to the amplitude of the primary systolic (P1 pulse) peak
because, while both component pulses travel the arteries of the arm complex, and
are therefore both subject to the pulse narrowing and heightening due to the taper
and wall composition changes of the peripheral arteries, only the renal reflection
will have sampled the pressure-induced aortic impedance mismatch changes. This
establishes the motivation for taking the ratio of the amplitudes of the #2 and the #1
pulse, which is P2P1.
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A similarly physical argument can be made for the difference in arrival times of the
primary pulse (#1) and the iliac reflection (#3), or T13. The difference in the arrival
times of the primary arterial pulse, that is the left ventricular ejection, and the iliac
reflection pulse is determined by the differential velocities with which both pulses
propagated along their arterial paths. In the case of the iliac reflection the path length
is longer than that of the primary pulse by almost twice the length of the torso. More
importantly, both pulses travel at different velocities because their pressure amplitudes
are different. Specifically, the iliac reflection pulse amplitude, which is determined by
the reflection coefficient of the iliac reflection site, is on the order of 40% of pulse
pressure. Both pulses therefore load the arterial wall differently during their arterial
travel, as a result of which their propagation velocities are different. This point was
validated in the previously mentioned LBNP experiments [17]. The second insight is
that, because the pressure/velocity response curve is non-linear, a result known since
the 1960s and based on Anliker’s work, [26] both pulses accelerate and decelerate at
different rates as the pressure rises and falls. The primary pulse experiences the highest
changes in velocity as a function of changes in blood pressure because it is subject to
the steepest section of the pressure/velocity response curve, while the iliac pulse,
“running” at much lower pressure, changes velocity much more gradually. Changes in
the time of arrival therefore then reflect changes in the differential arterial pressure that
the two pulses experience. While this differential pressure is not exactly pulse pressure,
that is the difference between the full pulse arterial pulse height and the diastolic
pressure floor, it represents about 60%-70% of it. Consequently the question arises how
useful the differential pressure, which is reflected in the time interval T13, is in
approximating pulse pressure. The response is that T13 corresponds to the pressure
amplitude difference between the primary ejection pulse (#1) and the iliac reflection
(#3). This amplitude difference covers the most important part of the pressure/velocity
response curve, this being the exponential response section. The amplitude of the #3
pulse is entirely in the diastolic regime, which is linear, as Anliker showed [27].
However, it is the exponential section that is responsible for 95% of the dynamic
pressure/velocity response characteristics, the rest being simply a linear offset.
Another point that the PDA model clarifies is the frequent mix-up between the
dichrotic notch that is observed in central arterial pressure pulse profiles in the vicinity
of the aortic valve and the inzisura that is observed in the pressure pulse profile in the
arterial periphery. The mechanism giving rise to the dichrotic notch is well understood
and accepted; as left ventricular pressure drops below aortic root pressure the flow
reverses and the aortic valve slams shut, lowering the pressure momentarily in a
notch-like manner in the aorta [28]. The notch, however, is only observed with
manometers positioned within a few centimeters of the aortic valve. Latham’s data,
for example, clearly shows the effect of the mechanical filtering, due to the arterial
wall, that the sharp feature experiences as the monitoring site moves away. By the
time the pressure pulse reaches the abdominal aorta, the feature is entirely gone
[19,20]. Clearly then the inzisura observed in the arterial periphery is not the same
feature, a fact underscored by the poor correlations obtained in experiments comparing
the two [29]. Based on the PDA model the phenomenon instead arises out of the relative
superposition of the three primary component pulses whose arrival time is delayed by the
different arterial distances they traverse.
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Perspectives

We have presented supporting evidence for the physical model proposed by the Pulse
Decomposition Analysis. The hypothesized components pressure pulses were observed
directly using the Gold Standard methodology for central blood pressure measurements,
a central line catheter, and the quantitative agreement between centrally measured blood
pressures and PDA parameter-based blood pressures met AAMI SP-10 guidelines. It is
hoped that the model’s comprehensiveness, simplicity, and physical basis will enhance the
study of the human arterial pressure pulse.
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